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ABSTRACT: The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model is a numerical weather prediction model supported by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) to a worldwide community of users. In recognition of the growing use of cloud computing, NCAR is now supporting the model in cloud environments. Specifically, NCAR has established WRF setups with select cloud service providers and produced documentation and tutorials on running WRF in the cloud. Described here are considerations in WRF cloud use and the supported resources, which include cloud setups for the WRF system and a cloud-based tool for model code testing.
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Cloud computing is the use of remote computer systems via the internet, and in the context of numerical weather prediction (NWP) encompasses the generation of atmospheric simulations. Cloud computing has exploded over the past decade, with the market served by big enterprises with broad portfolios such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft, as well as a host of newer, cloud-focused firms such as Scala Computing, Rescale, and Penguin Computing. The growing cloud demand includes the running of compute-intensive Earth-system models, such as those for weather, air chemistry, climate, and ocean circulation (see, e.g., Chen et al. 2017; Zhuang et al. 2019; Coffrin et al. 2019). In addition, the cloud availability of datasets useful for atmospheric modeling is increasing, in settings such as NOAA’s Big Data Program (Ansari et al. 2018), supported by the cloud service providers (CSPs) Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure.

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model (Skamarock et al. 2019; Powers et al. 2017) is one such application increasingly run in the cloud. This system has been built for both meteorological research and real-time forecasting and could be considered the world’s most popular NWP model (Powers et al. 2017). The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) supports WRF to a worldwide community consisting of users in universities, research laboratories, operational centers, and commerce. The WRF program provides user assistance, developer guidance, tutorials, workshops, and code releases.

In light of the increasing reach of cloud computing, the meteorological community’s push to run WRF in the cloud, and NCAR’s responsibility for model support, the WRF effort has assembled resources for model users and developers to exploit cloud environments. The purpose of this article is to present these capabilities, which we refer to as “Cloud WRF.” Detailed below, the materials consist of WRF system cloud setups, an online Cloud WRF tutorial, and a cloud-based capability for testing WRF code.

We note that there have been a number of publications exploring WRF’s operation and performance in the cloud (Molthan et al. 2015; McKenna 2016; Siuta et al. 2016; Duran-Limon et al. 2016; Goga et al. 2018). A basic finding is that the cloud can be effective, reliable, and affordable for running the system (e.g., Chui et al. 2019). Thus, as the viability of WRF in cloud compute environments has been established, our focus is on describing the cloud resources for WRF use and development that NCAR has positioned for the community.

Cloud considerations with WRF
Before describing the Cloud WRF components, we summarize considerations for users contemplating running WRF in the cloud. Cloud computing can present a new environment and new issues to atmospheric modelers, with cost foremost among these.

In terms of compute settings, WRF can operate on a range of Unix/Linux platforms from laptops to massively parallel, high-performance computers (HPCs). Whatever the platform, the compute requirements for a WRF job (e.g., processor and memory requirements) are functions of the model configuration (e.g., grid spacings and domain dimensions) and production timing needs. In the cloud setting, grid configurations, simulation time constraints, and the true costs of local computing all factor into whether cloud computing offers pricing or performance superiority to traditional, on-premise computing.
Compute advantages of the cloud are the availability of powerful, flexible resources without responsibility for the systems; extensible data storage; updated hardware, software, and workflow tools; accessibility; and customer support. For any entity, computing systems are capital acquisitions that depreciate, while presenting maintenance and management costs. In contrast, the cloud offers users compute resources without direct expenditures for hardware purchase, system upkeep, and persistent staffing. Of course, CSPs see such costs and ultimately impose them on users at some level. Thus, there is a point at which users’ cloud computing outlays—that implicitly have these cost elements—will surpass the costs that accurately reflect their access to and support of on-premise computing systems. However, users pay for resources on the cloud only as they need and consume them.

The cloud also reflects a competitive, agile marketplace, which can benefit users in ways institutional facilities might not. CSPs update their hardware and software environments and their development and workflow tools continuously. Their pairing of the latest architectures with support capabilities can optimize compute performance for an individual’s application, increasing a user’s productivity. Furthermore, CSP customer service can provide users the levels of tailored assistance needed without long-term investment in system administration.

The WRF Model and cloud computing

WRF background and model support. The WRF modeling system has proven to be an adaptable platform and has been tailored for applications such as atmospheric chemistry (WRF-Chem; Grell et al. 2005; Fast et al. 2006), wildland fire (WRF-Fire; Coen et al. 2013), and hydrological processes (WRF-Hydro; Gochis et al. 2015). NCAR’s Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorology Laboratory (MMM) runs the WRF user support program, having focuses of user help, system tutorials, and code oversight. MMM manages the WRF codeset and assists developers in integrating their contributions. The WRF repository is maintained with the software version control system Git (Chacon and Straub 2014) and is hosted on GitHub.² WRF is a community model, and code contribution is open to all; however, developers are required to conduct testing on their contributions to ensure proper builds, bit-for-bit parallel reproducibility, and codeset integrity.

Cloud capabilities are facilitating these WRF community support functions. The cloud serves as a shared environment for troubleshooting user problems, and cloud accessibility and resources are providing a better environment for WRF training. In addition, for model maintenance and development, the cloud has addressed a previous bottleneck in code testing. For this, a new cloud-based tool for conducting WRF code regression tests (see “Cloud-based WRF code testing capability” section below) now effectively handles the volume of jobs in the multiplex testing workflow.

Cloud computing. Cost considerations. The cloud can serve processing needs while avoiding certain costs and responsibilities attending on-premise systems. The strategy, however, is not free: it is simply a pay-as-you-go approach, the cost-effectiveness of which will vary for each user. For example, most in academia and government have access to on-premise compute resources, making cloud computing a new expense whose justifiability may not be immediately apparent. Nonetheless, the cloud may offer options and capabilities that such “free” computing does not provide, such as more compute power or fewer scheduling constraints. And, for users who do pay for on-premise computing, there are aspects of the cloud that can make it the better-priced option: they only pay for the resource amounts used, such as those for compute time and data storage/transfer; they avoid support and depreciation costs of their own physical assets, whether used or idle; and they have access to the latest in hardware, software, and operating environments.

² The public WRF repository may be found at https://github.com/wrf-model/WRF.
The charges one can expect for using WRF in the cloud mainly come from computing resource usage and data resource usage. The computing cost is based on the extent and duration of the hardware engaged for a job, and the cost is modulated by variations in core processing and node interconnect speeds for one’s virtual machine. As an example of performance sensitivity to platform type, Chen et al. (2017) showed that in a comparison with that of an on-premise HPC, cloud operation of the Community Earth System Model (CESM; Hurrell et al. 2013) was marked by performance ceilings for certain core counts, due to the lesser bandwidth of the cloud system’s interconnect. This is one example illustrating that a user’s best answer to the compute cost-effectiveness of cloud versus on-premise resources may need to come from system trials of their specific application.

It is important to recognize that virtually all aspects of cloud computing activity can be charging points: storage, access, data egress, compute cycles, and even idle time. A virtual machine accrues charges for all of the time it is engaged. Thus, if a job is initiated and is either not progressing or is not terminated when completed, charging continues. Depending on the size of the virtual machine, costs for such unintended use can run in the thousands of dollars over a few days. Thus, both novice and experienced cloud users must be vigilant.

Last, rates for data occupancy versus data transfer vary among CSPs. Some may present lower billing rates for data occupancy, but impose higher ones for transferring data from their space. One tactic to address this is to analyze voluminous model output in situ in the cloud, offloading only results or derived products.

**Atmospheric model cloud computing experiences.** To date, the literature on cloud computing for atmospheric modeling has concentrated on cloud use for real-time systems, with WRF a recurring example. Molthan et al. (2015) debuted details of running a WRF forecasting system on Amazon Web Services (AWS), finding the cloud an attractive compute option. Siuta et al. (2016) ran an operational WRF system on the Google Cloud Platform, concluding it an economically viable replacement for their on-premise system. McKenna (2016) ported a coupled Earth modeling system to the AWS cloud for regional real-time prediction. This system linked WRF to the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) ocean model (Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005) and the Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) wave model (Booij et al. 1999). For this application, the cloud increased real-time robustness and efficiency and improved their development workflow.

Similar advantages were noted by Chen et al. (2017) in running the climate model CESM. They found cloud implementation to be cost-effective and to scale well with increasing core counts, with ultimate performance comparable to that of a tested HPC. They cautioned, however, that for multinode virtual machines one’s model parallelization configuration should be analyzed to confirm optimization of the setup applied. On that issue, Zhuang et al. (2020) investigated cloud jobs using up to 1,152 processors for running the NASA GEOS-Chem air chemistry model (Bey et al. 2001). They found compute performance and cost-effectiveness for implementations on that compute scale to be comparable to running on HPCs, but recognized that cost-effectiveness must ultimately be determined on a user-specific basis, being a function of the user’s priorities (e.g., time to run completion).

Chui et al. (2019) explored the sensitivity of the costs of running WRF to two factors: data egress and job prioritization. Regarding the former, they noted that compressing WRF output to decrease the volume of data offloaded can significantly reduce transfer charges. Regarding job prioritization, they tested cloud options for “preemptible” resources offering lower price points. In this mode, one’s virtual machine resources can be taken over by jobs with higher priority. Because preemption terminates one’s job, the option has obvious disadvantages. Addressing this, however, Chui et al. invoked the WRF restart capability to enable job resumption when resources reemerged. Thus, their simulations could survive occasional interruptions in the
preemptible queues. While this approach is only possible for time-insensitive workflows, many research applications could fit the bill.

Another cost-reduction approach is to link cloud resource use to rate thresholds and exploit spot instance pricing. This strategy is based upon compute charging by a CSP varying with its current load: CSPs may offer a temporary “spot” price lower than the normal “on-demand” price, i.e., the price charged for the fulfillment of a compute order immediately on request. While spot-thresholded jobs can be cheaper, they are on standby until the current spot price drops to the user’s level. Furthermore, they may be subject to resource preemption. Nonetheless, the spot approach may return lower-cost jobs for those able to wait and tolerate interruptions (see, e.g., Coffrin et al. 2019; Zhuang et al. 2020).

In summary, explorations like those of Chen et al. (2017) and Chui et al. (2019) show that a general conclusion cannot be made as to whether for WRF cloud computing is consistently better than on-premise computing. Importantly, however, they do show that the flexibility in the WRF system for structuring simulations makes finding a competitive cloud solution likely.

Cloud WRF capabilities

Basic cloud use and supported WRF setups. To prepare for cloud use, the first step is to engage a CSP and establish an account. This is the user’s responsibility, even for the WRF materials described here. The next step is to set up one’s job environment. Compared to WRF on-premise operation, running Cloud WRF has extra setup details. Users must choose a machine type and the type of “instance,” which is a single setup of a cloud virtual machine and its environment for an application. The user must also create a public “key”—an encrypted credential—to provide secure shell access to the instance.

NCAR-installed Cloud WRF setups are currently available on two CSPs: AWS and Scala Computing. WRF has been ported to these platforms with its supporting environment. We stress that while NCAR has positioned Cloud WRF setups in these environments, the CSPs charge for use of their resources, and paying for an account from these or other providers is the user’s responsibility.

The Cloud WRF materials consist of system code and static input data. The supported environments are built with GNU Fortran (GFortran) compilers, which are free to the public and may be distributed under the GNU General Public License. Because NCAR cannot distribute proprietary software, if such a compiler, such as one of Intel or NVIDIA, is desired, users must upload their personal or institutional license to the CSP environment or otherwise acquire the package. In the setup cloud environments, all required libraries are installed, as is a version of the GNU compiler. While the NCAR materials describe the procedures for building the libraries and WRF code, users may also use preconfigured environments, with bundled WRF binaries. For reference, Fig. 1 presents a diagram of the components in Cloud WRF. WRF and WRF Preprocessing System (WPS) are available with the supported CSPs for the latest major version release, as well as for a number of older ones. In the AWS environment, users can also run the WRF Data Assimilation (WRFDA) system. NCAR’s WRF support group can address user inquiries regarding Cloud WRF materials in the established AWS and Scala environments.

Using Cloud WRF on AWS. The Cloud WRF setup on AWS is maintained on the AWS Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and packaged in the form of Amazon Machine Images (AMIs). These
are configured with installed WPS and WRF code on instances running the Amazon Linux AMI 64-bit operating system. Images allow users to save and share their setups, making the remote workspaces and workflows function like those on traditional computers. The Cloud WRF images are available from a given AWS regional endpoint, the U.S. east/northern Virginia location, but users can copy them to another AWS region to work in if desired.

For input atmospheric data, AWS provides access to real-time output from NCEP’s Global Forecasting System (GFS) (Environmental Modeling Center 2003; Harris et al. 2020) that can be used for WRF initialization and boundary conditions. However, for simulating historical cases, users should expect to have to obtain the background inputs themselves.

The NCAR Command Language (NCL) and Read Interpolate Plot (RIP) postprocessing/graphics tools are included in the AWS image. For model output visualization, the netCDF “ncview” capability for netCDF-formatted files and the X11 Window System are installed. These tools eliminate the need for users to transfer volumes of WRF output to their local systems in order to generate and view imagery, as data egress is an important cost consideration. Specifics on the AWS WRF environment and running executables are described in the packaged instance, as well as in the online model tutorial.

**Using Cloud WRF on Scala Computing.** Instead of maintaining hardware itself, Scala Computing serves clients through accessing the compute infrastructures of other CSPs. The Scala interface submits jobs to the provider determined optimal at the time, reflecting price and compute request. Users manage their own “projects,” which are individual environments configured for their job type, and, through a set of commands from their local environments, users declare job specifications. Scala provides configured WRF environments, including installations of the compilers, libraries, WRF and WPS binaries, and static input data. Users running WRF only need to modify their namelists and scheduler scripts and to import meteorological data for each run. This setup is good for users repeating consistently configured simulations, such as in a real-time WRF forecasting system.

For the Cloud WRF setup, the Scala Compute Platform provides a development environment currently coupled with an AWS cluster, using a CentOS instance. Scala provides a Network File System (NFS) capability for facilitating simulations and data storage that is mounted on a head node and accessed for the cluster’s instances when a job is submitted. The Scala environment offers sample scripts for submitting WRF jobs, using a Slurm scheduler. Users define their cluster in terms of number of cores, amount of memory, and instance type. For visualization purposes, NCL is included, and the ncview and X11 utilities are installed for quick viewing of model output.

**Cloud-based WRF code testing capability.** WRF has grown over the years through code contributions from developers around the world (Table 1), with MMM overseeing the code testing and integration process. As Table 1 shows, recent years have seen a transition from the paradigm of WRF support group members shepherding code into the repository to one of
external contributors acting independently. The process of preparation and implementation of new code by such contributors was being hampered by the NCAR community supercomputer’s inability to handle the job load for regression testing of the WRF submissions. That framework executes tests to ensure that all model code compiles, that code changes and additions do not break other model elements, and that numerical results are bit-reproducible in both serial and parallel execution. The issues with running the testing framework on the HPC were that not only was the multitude of small test jobs launched by the framework incompatible with the HPC, and in particular its scheduler constraints, but also that to users without accounts on the NCAR machine, running the regression package was tough due to script complexity and lack of access to necessary data. The cloud, however, has provided an alternative, efficient solution.

The WRF support team now maintains a cloud-based utility for running automatic code tests. This uses the continuous integration software Jenkins\(^6\) and employs Docker containers for a standardized environment that includes the directory structure, initial data, namelist options, run scripts, validation scripts, built libraries, and a compiler. The testing utility runs automatically for each proposed modification submitted via a GitHub pull request (PR) to the WRF repository, with the tests commenced upon the PR submission. The testing puts the source code through approximately 50 separate builds with approximately 200 short simulations spread across them, utilizing 20 cloud instances running the containers, and reporting results within 30 min. Exploiting cloud resource flexibility, this automated, reliable, and quick regression testing capability has eliminated the previous bottleneck caused by an HPC that was both inaccessible to most external contributors and was not designed to support the testing necessary for a continuous integration workflow.

The cloud testing capability can support a more distributed network of external code contributors. For example, in the preparation of the most recent WRF major release, more than 80 separate pull requests from external contributors were received, amounting to over 500 sets of regression tests. This shift in the open development for WRF enabled by cloud computing has significantly modified the release schedule. No longer are there periods where the repository is frozen to contributions. And the period blocked out for testing of the release’s tentative code has been greatly reduced as contributors now do the compatibility testing in advance, made possible by the accessibility of the testing harness. Furthermore, contributors no longer must rely on the availability of WRF support personnel to shepherd code inputs. In summary, due to the new cloud code testing capability, the WRF release workflow enables

---

\(^6\) [www.jenkins.io/](http://www.jenkins.io/)
more contributors, can absorb more new developments, requires less staff time, and yields a more robust release.

**WRF computational performance.** To give an idea of cloud versus HPC performance for WRF and to illustrate how high levels of cloud resources can be successfully applied for the model, we have run benchmarks using both AWS hardware and the HPC managed by NCAR for the geosciences community, named “Cheyenne.” Our benchmarking uses WRF version 4.2 (Skamarock et al. 2019) configured with a single domain of 1,500 × 1,500 horizontal grid points and 50 vertical levels. The tests use increasing counts of compute cores on the HPC Cheyenne and a cluster of AWS nodes of designation “c5n.18xlarge.” Both machines have 36 cores/node, and processes are single-threaded for each core. WRF was built on both platforms with both GNU and Intel compilers invoking distributed-memory parallelism.

We present timing comparisons of the WRF benchmark for the two compilers for model integration time steps only, as well as a benchmark for timing the output of history files. For both benchmarks, we obtained robust statistics using short simulations. The computational benchmarks were 20 time steps long, and the I/O benchmarks were 4 time steps long.

First, Fig. 2 presents the computational timing results with the ratio of averages of elapsed wall-clock times per WRF Model time step: this is a ratio defined as the time reported by the AWS cluster to the time reported by the HPC. Here the timing calculations are done for three variants of integration time steps: the time for a model step with no radiation computation, the time for a model step with radiation computation, and the time for an average model step weighting the frequencies of the two.

For these non-I/O results, one test reflects WRF built with a GNU compiler (Figs. 2a,c), which is bundled in the packaged Cloud WRF materials, and the other uses WRF built with an Intel compiler (Figs. 2b,d). The latter would more typically be the choice for an HPC user, due to the Intel executable’s better computational performance for WRF. One sees that the timings for both the radiation and nonradiation steps exhibit flat behavior for increasing processor counts, to 3,600 cores for the GNU build and 1,000 cores for the Intel (Figs. 2a,b). In this regime, the time ratios rely largely on the relative capabilities of the machines’ chip performance and the volume of computation versus communication. Since the GNU WRF executable is slower than the Intel executable, the fixed costs of communications are relatively smaller for the GNU runs. In addition, based on timing comparisons (not shown), the GNU build scales better than the Intel build, albeit due to the slower speed of the GNU executable. As the radiation time steps have significantly more columnwise (i.e., noncommunicated) computations, the radiation time step curve (red) remains flatter for a greater core range than the nonradiation curve (blue), and this is the case for both compilers (Figs. 2a,b). With the number of processors increasing, the amount of computational work per process is reduced, meaning the nearly fixed cost for communication becomes more important for increasing core counts. This condition is delayed for the radiation steps and for the GNU-built executable.

For nonradiation steps and for the Intel WRF executable, the time taken by communication begins to exert its influence earlier with increasing core counts (Figs. 2c,d), as the computational workload per processor is reduced and as the disparity of the interconnects of the AWS virtual machine and the NCAR HPC comes into play. Considering only computational efficiency (i.e., excluding I/O), the solution crossover point for this WRF benchmark is at about 7,200 processors for Intel, and greater than 7,200 processors for...
GNU (Figs. 2c,d). Thus, with this single-domain WRF benchmark case, the AWS cloud platform provides a faster time to solution for Intel through 7,200 processors and GNU through 3,600 processors. This corresponds to approximately 300 and 600 horizontal grid cells per MPI task, respectively, for Intel and GNU.

Figure 3 shows the comparisons of the times for outputting a noncompressed WRF history file on each machine during I/O time steps (Intel build only). Here, the serial
netCDF4 library was used to output the data in each of the four 11-GB history files. It is seen that throughout the entire range of processor counts, the NCAR HPC outputs data to disk faster than the AWS machine. In the default output mode used here, all data are communicated to a single process for output, and as the number of processes increases, the total amount of time to output the data increases.

While the output timings in Fig. 3 reflect this single-file outputting approach, another approach available in WRF is to have each MPI process write its computational region’s output to its own file, with such separate files later combined. This reduces output elapsed times, as each process writes a much smaller file, and the MPI processes avoid communicating each core’s portion of the domain to another process for writing. Illustrating the timing differences for the two approaches, Table 2 lists the output times for the larger core count runs on each system for single-file versus split-file outputting. As expected, the split-file approach is faster, and the NCAR HPC shows greater output speed than the AWS platform.

### Cloud WRF applications

**Cloud support of WRF tutorials.** The WRF support group conducts two modeling system tutorials annually at the NCAR facility and typically delivers at least one abroad each year. The tutorials are time consuming for the team with preparation of the compute environment, as practice materials must be installed and tested on an array of classroom machines. In addition, for venues abroad, the setup work involves more time and uncertainty due to obstacles encountered in configuring the unfamiliar hardware under greater security restrictions.

Reducing the time, cost, and risk with reliance on local computing, MMM has moved to the cloud for WRF tutorial compute needs. This has simplified tutorial management by providing globally-accessible compute environments enabling efficient setup. Machines no longer have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Cores (MPI processes)</th>
<th>NCAR HPC—Single file (s)</th>
<th>NCAR HPC—Split file (s)</th>
<th>AWS—Single file (s)</th>
<th>AWS—Split file (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1,152</td>
<td>40.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.03</td>
<td>72.4 ± 3.7</td>
<td>10.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,304</td>
<td>46.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.03</td>
<td>82.4 ± 5.9</td>
<td>8.9 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>49.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.09</td>
<td>78.8 ± 4.6</td>
<td>8.7 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WRF tutorial use of cloud computing

Instructional tutorials on the WRF Model have turned to cloud computing, using an AWS environment, for support of practical training on running the system. This instruction involves students configuring and executing WRF simulations using the cloud setup. Feedback from tutorial students on Cloud WRF has been positive, and the quotations below are from posttutorial surveys. The examples note the cloud’s practicality and ease of use for WRF, with learning and model operation facilitated. The chart in Fig. SB1 shows ratings of Cloud WRF used for the tutorial’s practice sessions on a scale from 1 to 5 (best) based on surveys following four tutorials, where 92% of the 96 respondents rated the experience 4 or 5.

“Best training environment I have experienced. Everything just worked fine.”

“It works great and likely very similar to how most people would use WRF in a practical environment.”

“I think this is the best way to administer the tutorial—a reason being is that people always cite issues with trying to build the code on their respective platforms/laptops.”

“This was actually really nice to practice with since some institutions are looking into cloud-based solutions.”

“I had no complaints. Everything was easy and accessible. I would happily run the practice in the cloud again.”

“Using the cloud to run WRF was a great idea since my computer cannot handle the load in a decent time frame, nor the storage for the output files. This also helped to solve dependency conflicts as the environment was already setup and ready to go.”

University classroom use. Specialized tutorials on Cloud WRF are now given by the WRF support team. These have been delivered at NCAR, as well as at its partners North Carolina State Agricultural and Technical University (NCAT) and Colorado State University (CSU). The tutorials were attended by faculty and students, ranging from those new to WRF to those experienced with the modeling system, and they included WRF and cloud computing presentations followed by hands-on exercises via the AWS environment.
NCAT’s Cloud WRF tutorial students found the installation of WRF in AWS easy to use and noted the importance of flexibility in accessible compute power for their research needs. Those new to WRF benefitted from the introduction to the model and readily being able to work with it in the configured cloud environment, while the experienced WRF users saw how cloud computing could be tailored to their modeling projects. Overall, participants felt the cloud could become the platform of choice for WRF simulations and weather data analysis.

CSU’s use of Cloud WRF was in a graduate-level mesoscale meteorology class that included an exercise on modeling convective storms. Afterward, students had a class laboratory assignment to use Cloud WRF to reproduce results from a study in the literature and then to design and run their own experiment. Feedback was positive, in particular in the citing of new understandings of cloud differences from other computing environments and of the potential for the application of the cloud for their model use. The students found that configuring and running WRF remotely was straightforward and easy. Challenges reported were in analyzing and visualizing model output in the cloud and in transferring output to local computers, which are issues attending computing on any remote HPC system.

For exploration of the potential for, not only running WRF in the cloud, but for cloud computing in general, some CSPs offer credits to educational institutions for trial of their systems. As we wish to emphasize, hands-on trial is the way to determine the utility and cost-effectiveness of the cloud for one’s research or teaching, and CSP educational credit offers can allow university personnel a way to get direct and free cloud experience. Moreover, to enable potential cloud users to get an idea of costs, CSPs provide online pricing calculators, and examples may be found on the AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform web sites.

Summary

NCAR has undertaken a Cloud WRF effort to advance the WRF system and serve the model’s user community via the new paradigm of cloud computing. With the setups and tools created, the cloud provides accessible and flexible environments for model use, development, and instruction. For those wanting to apply WRF and lacking the resources to acquire and maintain their own compute hardware, the cloud and materials provided can be a viable solution.

The primary supported Cloud WRF tools are model setups and documentation for running on the cloud service providers engaged. Accessing, configuring, and operating in their distinct workspaces differs, and through trial users can determine the CSP that is better for their workflows. The provided materials are the WRF source code, compiled model binaries, static input data, libraries, and postprocessors. Step-by-step instructions guide users through establishing entry, invoking instances, configuring virtual machines, creating images, transferring files, and running the WRF modeling system components.

To illustrate how WRF in the cloud can scale to large-machine configurations and to give an idea of cloud/HPC compute performance differences, we conducted benchmark runs of WRF configurations both on the community HPC maintained by NCAR and on an AWS virtual machine. The tests also assessed the wall-clock time required for I/O. Considering only computational efficiency (i.e., excluding I/O) with two different compiler builds, the cloud platform provided a faster time to solution for machine configurations using up to 7,200 processors with Intel and 3,600 processors with GNU, with the HPC faster beyond those respective counts. In the analysis of I/O timing, it is found that the NCAR HPC outputs data to disk faster than the compared AWS virtual machine regardless of processor count. These test examples, however, do not speak to the variable cost dimensions of on-premise vs cloud computing. Those factors make it a responsibility of a given user to assess their application needs, production demands, and compute capital in performing a relevant cost-benefit analysis.
NCAR has also created a cloud-based WRF code testing capability to better support contributors making submissions to the WRF repository and to streamline the code implementation path. With this, when contributors submit pull requests, the cloud utility automatically conducts the necessary WRF regression testing suite. This tool has simplified, strengthened, and accelerated the code integration process for WRF.

The Cloud WRF materials are also assisting atmospheric model training and meteorological education. They now support the regular WRF tutorials delivered by NCAR, and they provide new means for professors to enlist WRF in university curricula and research. Partner universities in this effort have successfully engaged their students in learning the system and have been enthusiastic in pursuing cloud applications.

Cloud computing capabilities are growing, and the cloud can offer advantages over traditional, on-premise computing: no capital investment and facility support costs; flexible, cutting-edge compute power; and elastic storage, to name a few. However, cloud computing is not free, and most users may not be accustomed to the direct, multifaceted costs of their compute usage. Ultimately, for running any Earth system model, there is no universal answer as to whether cloud or traditional computing is better for a given user: it depends on the particulars of the user’s needs, resources, and priorities.

Documentation on using WRF in the supported CSP environments may be found on the WRF users’ page. The cloud and these new capabilities are meeting needs of the WRF user and developer communities, as well as advancing the support of the modeling system itself.
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